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Abstract

The National High Magnetic Field Laboratory’s Pulsed Field
Facility in Los Alarnos

G. S. Boebinger and A. H. Lacerda
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory - Pulsed Field Facility, Los Alamos National

Laboratory, Mail Stop E536, Los Alamos, NM87545, USA

The NHMFL Pulsed Field Facility in Los Alamos hosts qualified users from around the world to usc its 60T Short-Pulse
magnets, the 40T Mid-Pulse magnet, arid the unique 60T Long-Puisc magnet (featuring shaped puises capable of 100msec at
60T). Scientific capabilities at 60T include specific hca~ magnetization, photoluminesccnce and magnctotransport.

1. Mission

The Pulsed’ Fieid Facility in Los Alarnos is the
puised magnet user facility of the United States’
Nationai High Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL).
Its missions are to establish magnet technologies and
the experimental infrastructure for in-house research
and an international user program. To those ends, the
laboratory offers a 20T superconducting magnet; a
series of capacitor-bank-driven magnets: 50T and
60T Short-Puise magnets (25- 100msec pulses) and a
40T Mid-Pulse magnet (600ms pulses); as weli as
the unique generator-driven 60T Long-Pulse magnet
(2000msec totai pulse duration) featuring a iibrary of
user-selected pulse shapes, including a 60T, 100msec
flat-top puise. The laboratory is staffed with 9 PhD
physicists with expertise ranging from fast optics to

thermodynamic measurements. They are responsible
for the in-house research program and are availabie
to assist visiting user groups. For the past several
years, the NHMFL-Los Alamos has hosted -150
user groups each year, with 55°A coming from US
universities and 20°/0coming from overseas.

2. The NHMFIFLos Aiamos Facility

In 1999, the NHMFL-Los Alamos moved to a
new building and extensively redesigned its user
support infrastructure for increased finctionaiity. In
the New Experimental Hall (Fig. i), the Laboratory is
configured for future growth by fully exploiting the
freedom to time-mu ltipiex pulsed magnet
experiments. The Long-Puise and Short-Pulse User
programs are located in separate buildings and ail
experiments operate completely independently Jof
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(a) Upper Level (New 13xpcrirncntalHall) (b) Lower Level (New Experimental Hall)
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one another. The optics laboratory is directly below
the magnet cells, facilitating access to the magnets
via optical fibers.

The NHMFL-Los Alamos research staff and
collaborators have developed a wide variety of
experimental capabilities utilizing the short and long
pulse magnets, which are summarized in Table 1.
Research proposals to utilize the facility should be
submitted through the laboratory’s webpage
(httrx/Avww,lanl.zov/mst/nhmfl/’). Magnet time is
scheduled following successful review of submitted
proposals. Most commonly, users visit for one to
two weeks of magnet time, although longer visits
and sabbatical stays are also welcome.

Field, Duration, Bore
Generator-driven
60T-Long Pulse,

2000msec, 32mm
Capacitor-bank-driven
40T-Mid-Pulse,

600msec, 24mm
50T–Short Pulse,

25msec, 24mm
60T-Short Pulse,

25msec, 15mm
Superconducting magnet
20T-DC magnet, 52mm

Supported Research
Magneto-optics (IR thru
UV), magnetization, and
magneto-transport ffom
350 mK to 300K,
Heat capacity with 60T-
Lorw Pulse maznet,
Dilution refrigerator
with 50T, 24mm rnamet.
Pressure from 10kbar
G’Pical, up to 100kbar
Same as pulsed fields,
plus thermal-expansion,
specific heat, and 20mK
to 600K temperatures.

Table 1. Summa~ of scientific capabilities.

L. 1

Fig. 1. New Experimental Hall of the NHMFL
Pulsed Field Facility: (a) upper level, showing the
generator-driven magnets located in the adjoining
Long Pulse Magnet Building, and (b) lower level.

One highlight of the laboratory is its unique
power generation capability: a 1,4 GVA generator
and five 84MVA pulse-shaping power supplies drive
the 60T-Long Pulse magnet once per hour, making
this the most powerful controlled-pulse system in the
world [1]. The capability to tailor the magnetic field
profile (Fig 2) opens dramatically new scientific
regimes, including specific heat measurements in
60T and the ability to record 2000 luminescence
spectra in a single pulse. A joint US Department of
Energy and US National Science Foundation project
is scheduled to construct a 100T non-destructive
magnet in 2002, by marrying a -50T generator-
driven outsert with a -50T capacitor-driven insert.

1 I I

o 1 2 3

TIME (seconds)

Fig. 2. Pulse profiles for the 60T Long-Pulse
magnet, user selectable from pulse to pulse
based on the needs of the particular experiment.
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3. Areas of Scientific lntcrcst

This section gives an overview of our present
experimental capabilities and some of our recent
scientific accomplishments, arranged according to
the magnet used in performing the experiment.

m 60T-LP Magnet

a. 1) Heat Capacity

The compounds known as Kondo Insulators
attract scientific interest because the high-temperaure
state is a seemingly ordinary metal with local
moments, yet below some characteristic temperature
both the carriers and local moments are somehow
compensated and a small energy gap develops [2].
This correlated insulating ground state is not yet
understood, but transport measurements on Ce3Bi~Pt3
suggest that the energy gap collapses linearly with
applied magnetic fields of -50T [3]. Curiously,
however, only a few percent of the carriers are
recovered in the metallic state at high magnetic
fields, leaving open the possibility that only a very
small Fermi surface pocket is involved in forming
the metallic state.

By developing heat capacity measurements in
the 60T-LP magnet, however, additional information
is uncovered. Fig. 3a shows representative data from
the heat capacity measurements. During the 500msec
when the magnetic field pulse was held constant at
4 IT, a total of eight heat pulses were applied to the
adiabatically isolated sample. The stair-step curve
records the sample temperature re-equilibration after
each heater pulse. During a full-field magnet pulse,
only one or two heater pu Ises can be applied during
the 100msec at the constant 60T field. Fig. 3b shows
the dramatic jump of the Sommerfeld coeff~cient (the
value of C/T in the T=O limit) that occurs as the
energy gap closes above -40T. This thermodynamic
measurement recently appeared in Nature magazine
[4]. The specific heat data clearly indicate that the
energy gap collapse involves a large density of states
and that the recovered charge carriers have a heavy
mass, most likely arising from correlations with the
local magnetic moments in the high magnetic field
state.
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Fig. 3. Specific heat of CeJBidPtj in the 60T-LP
magnet. (a) During a single 4 IT magnetic field
pulse, eight heat pulses are applied while the
magnetic field is held constant for a fill 500msec.
The sample temperature responds by tracing the
stair-step curve. (b) All specific heat data below
-30T lie near the lower dashed line. Data from 40T
< H < 60T lie along the upper dashed line,
evidencing a dramatical Iy enhanced Sommerfeld
coefficient when the energy gap is destroyed by the

_ intense magnetic field. (from Ref.4) .- ..
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Fig. 4 The c-axis resistivity of BizSrzCaCuzOs+t
as a function of magnetic field to 60T. insert shows
the c-axis resistivity at 55T as a function of

temperature. (from Ref15)

a.2) A4agnetotransport

Extremely intense magnetic fields are required
to study the low-temperature transport properties of
the high-Tc cuprates because the superconducting
phase involves a large condensation energy and,
thus, is exceedingly robust. Recent c-axis magneto-
transport studies [5] appeared in Physical Review
Letters which utilized the 60T-LP magnet to study
optimal iy-doped B i2SrzCaCuzOa+6. 60teslas
effectively suppressed superconductivity down to
-25K (Fig.4), most likely by destroying Josephson
tunneling between the CU02 layers. The negative
magnetoresistance at higher magnetic fields
evidences a conductivity that increases linearly with
magnetic field. This unusual behavior is found to be
consistent with interlayer quasi-particle tunneling in
a &wave superconductor [5].

a.3) Photoluminescence

Photoluminescence (PL) is particularly well-
-suited to pu Ised magnet experiments and enjoys a
long history of research, particularly on 10w-
dimensional semiconductor systems: Recent

experiments on QW’S incorporating magnetic ions
adds a huge exchange field to the electron gm. As a
result, the 2D electron gas can be completely spin-
polarized even at low fields. Data in Fig. 5 from a
ZnSe/ZnCdMnSe quantum well are selected from the
2000 PL spectra acquired during a single 60T-LP
magnet pulse. Note the dramatic change at filling
factor v=l, where only the lowest spin-split Landau
level is fully occupied. At v=l, the neutral and the
negatively charged exciton trion peaks collapse and
are replaced by a single strong feature which persists
to 60T [6]. The huge effective g-factor (- 100) arising
from the magnetic doping is thought to drive an
instability of the singlet (spin-antiparallel) trion at
v= 1,and stabilize the triplet (spin-parallel) trion.

Energy
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Fig, 5 (a) Selected PL spectra and calculated
chemical potential (inset) for a ZnCdh4nSe quantum
well. (b) The energies of the observed PL peaks at
different temperatures. Inset contains the ionization
energy (the energy difference between the neutral
and trion exciton peaks), which is found to mimic the
chemical potential of the 2D electron gas. (from Ref.
6)
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b. Short Pulse Magnet

b. 1) A4agrrefizafion

Quantum oscillations in magnetization (de Flaas-

van Alphrm oscillations) have long provided a

sensitive measurement of the Fermi surface in

metallic samples. The precision of dHvA
measurements in pulsed magnetic fields is enhanced
by the time varying magnetic field, which induces
electrical currents and gives rise to observable
quantum interference, extra sum and difference
frequencies which result from the interference of an
electron traveling different paths on the Fermi
surface. This phenomenon has been observed in
both LaBb [7] and even in its heavy mass analog,
CeBb [8], where the heavy carrier mass strongly
attenuates the amplitude of the dHvA oscillations.
Recently, the entire alloy series, Lal.XCeXBc,has been
measured in 60T-SP magnets [9], revealing the
an isotropic distortion of the Fermi surface and the
enhancement of the effective mass as the number of
local f-moments is increased through Ce doping
(Fig.6). Note that the largest effective mass occurs
near 0.9 Ce doping, a surprising result from pulsed
magnetic fields, which not only allow researchers to
study heavy mass compounds, but also enable this
first-ever study of a complete alloy series.
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Fig. 6 (a) Quasiparticle effective mass of the a3
frequency in Lal.XCeXB6,versus Ce concentration
near 40T and (inset) 10T using field modulation. (b)
Magnetic field dependence of the a3 frequency for
different Ce concentrations. (from Ref.9)
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Fig. 7 In-plane resistivity of Bi2Sr2.XhCuO&& as a
function of temperature for different carrier
concentrations, where the behavior below Tc is
revealed by applying a 60T magnetic field, (b) The
normal state phase diagram revealed by suppressing
superconductivity (dashed parabola). (from Ref. 10)
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b.2) A4agnetotran.rport

Because the normal state (the resistive state) of
the high-Tc cuprates is so strikingly abnormal, many

.
experimentalists and theorists focus their research on
understanding the normal state as a key to the
eventual understanding of the mechanism of high-Tc
superconductivity. High-Tc compounds are typically
hole-doped Mott insulators, with optimum
superconductivity occurring at 15°%hole doping, as
evidenced by the maximum in the superconducting
transition temperature, Tc. Recent measurements of
the in-plane resist ivity of B izSrz.xL%CuOd+&(in
which the carrier concentration is controlled by La
and O), reveal a crossover from insulating to metallic
behavior in the underdoped regime (Fig.7a), the
regime with fewer charge carriers than at optimum
doping [10]. Note that some underdoped sainples
which superconduct in zero field show insulating
behavior once superconductivity is suppressed. It is
striking that high-Tc superconductivity can arise
from a system which apparently would otherwise be
an insulator. The normal state phase diagram in
Fig.7b is revealed by completely suppressing the
superconducting phase (dashed parabola) using
pulsed magnetic fields.

c. DC Magnets

The 20T superconducting magnet is commonly
utilized to stage experiments for later measurements
in pulsed magnetic fields. It also offers wider
temperature and pressure ranges than are currently
available in pulsed magnets. As an example, a
newly-developed 1GPa pressure clamp was used to
investigate the suppression of antiferromagnetism in
intermetallic UNiAl through pressure. From the data,
it is estimated that the critical pressure necessary to
suppress the antiferromagnetic transition is about
10GPa [11].

4. Future Plans

Over the next several years, the international
user program at the NHMFL-Los Alamos should
continue to grow, assisted by the new laboratory
infrastructure and the continued development of new

quantities rarely or never before measured in pulsed
magnetic fields. Because materials’ strengths have
limited worldwide the one-shot peak fields of Short-
Pulse magnets to -80T [12], new Short-Pulse magnet
designs are aimed not only at increasing the one-shot
peak field, but also at two other magnet parameters
of equal scientific importance: the routinely-
available peak field and the pulse repetition rate.

The 100T, 15mm bore non-destructive magnet
(expected to be operational in 2002) and a new 70T,
24mm bore Long-Pulse magnet (for which funding is
currently being sought) will add needed robustness
to the generator-driven magnet program and will
dramatically increase the scientific phase space
accessible to research using high magnetic fields.
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